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Tortuga island costa rica tours

Costa Rica is a surprisingly beautiful country, with a variety of landscapes. There is something to offer every way of life, from wave-breaking beaches to wonderful mountains. Many of the best beaches in the countries are still clean and clean from over-comfort. About three decades ago, this country decided to run a
foreign pensioner's business. The Costa Ricans invested in an official and successful advertising campaign, aimed mainly at the Americans. Tens of thousands of would-be retirees from the United States received the invitation and relocated to this beautiful land full of rainforests. The benefits were amazing: tax breaks,
special retirement deductions, long time, and, especially, the super-cheap cost of both living and owning beachfront real estate. Fast forward a few decades, and, thanks to investors and speculators, Costa Rica is not so cheap anymore, neither its cost of living nor its beach real estate. Meanwhile, prices have risen
dramatically and infrastructure has not improved much at all. Copyright © 2021 American Cancer Society, Inc. All rights reserved. The American Cancer Society is a special 501 (c) (3) tax-free organization. | Terms of use rich in natural wonders, surfing mecca, and the culture of the big city, Costa Rica has long been a
popular tourist destination. From family adventure to luxury beach, this Central American paradise offers a lot to be done. Here are the 10 best places to go in Costa Rica for adventure, luxury, beaches, relaxation, and more. [viator_tour destination=747] The best places to go in Costa Rica (Photo: Caroline Gagne via
flickr/CC Attribute The Central Valley is the heart of all things java and one of the best places to go in Costa Rica for real coffee aficionados. Try some of Costa Rica's branded drinks during Britt's cafe tour; take a walk through the plantation and roastery near the town of Heredia before sampling some of the fair coffee
trade of coffee during an expert cupping. You'll learn how Costa Rica's unique climate and the ideal central valley soil produce rich, mild acidic beans for some of the world's most famous breweries. (Photo: Caroline Gagne via Flickr/CC Attribute The Central Valley is the heart of all things java and one of the best places to
go in Costa Rica for real coffee aficionados. Try some of Costa Rica's branded drinks during Britt's cafe tour; take a walk through the plantation and roastery near the town of Heredia before sampling some of the fair coffee trade during an expert cupping. You'll learn how unique Costa Rica and the ideal soil of the Central
Valley produce rich, mild acidic beans for some of the world's most famous breweries. (Photo: San Jose National Theatre, Costa Rica via Shutterstock) This bustling metropolis is home to more than 1.5 million people - big enough to be a big city, but still enough not to be completely overwhelming. Built on the profits of
the coffee trade, San Jose is equal parts Victorian architecture and modern tourist center. El Pueblo's nightlife scene, modern restaurants and the 1897 National Theatre attract urbans to this up-and-coming destination. Meanwhile, the nearby liberian town, a once quiet cowboy town in Guanacaste, offers a jump-off point
for a series of nature-focused adventure or day trips to Costa Rica's neighbor in the north, Nicaragua. (Photo: Darren Johnson via Flickr/CC Performance) Costa Rica boasts a number of interesting volcanoes, but Arenal is one of the country's most notable natural wonders-and one of the best places to go in Costa Rica
for thrill-seeking travelers. The volcano (currently at rest) is over 5,000 feet high, and its biodiversity is evident in the amazing array of plants and animals. The surrounding 30,000-acre national park offers countless adventure activities, including Class IV rafting, waterfall rappelling, hiking, dome touring, and horseback
riding. Or, spelunk the nearby Venado caves for a look at bats, blind fish, and other underground critters. (Photo: Monkey in the Manual Antonio National Park via Shutterstock) The once tiny town of Manuel Antonio has blossomed into a full tourist destination-and has proven to be where to go in Costa Rica for a family-
oriented holiday. Manuel Antonio National Park offers child-friendly tours of the Pacific rainforest, bilingual guide riding tours and sky safaris for all ages within the nearly eight-square-mile radius. About 150,000 annual visitors walk the hiking trails and experience the four calm white sand beaches, easily making Manuel
Antonio one of Costa Rica's most popular spots. (Photo: Scott Robinson via Flickr/CC Performance) Playa Jaco is the closest beach to San Jose, and its convenient location makes it a great stop for the country and city mouse. The two-and-a-half-mile long beach strip is known for world-class water sports, while to the
south, playa hermosa black sand hosts surfing competitions and a swarm of Ridley sea turtles on its protected beach. But versatile Jaco isn't just a sleepy surf town-it's also where to go in Costa Rica for a mass of hotels and modern amenities, with accommodations ranging from tiny, quiet inns to budget-busting luxury
condos along the stunning strand. (Photo: Laura Desobry via Flickr/CC Performance) is a welcoming seaside town where surfing is always on file. Crystal clear waters and a plethora of seaside properties (including swank and affordable Casa Marbella) make this former fishing village a must-see for the water-loving
crowd. Playa Carmen and Playa Santa Teresa, with their gentle breaks, are where to go in Costa Rica if you're a top surfer? and surf schools and shops line the wide sandy sandy (Photo: TripAdvisor, LLC) Playa Papagayo, in Costa Rica's northwestern Guanacaste province, is home to a range of luxury properties aimed
at the luxury-minded holidaymaker. Among the most luxurious are the five-star Four Seasons Resort Costa Rica at Peninsula Papagayo, with multiple swimming pools, a spa with waterfalls, and suites that are as rich as the surrounding jungle. If you can tear yourself apart from luxury accommodation (and who could
blame you if you can't?), the surrounding area offers all the idyllic natural beauty and eco-centre you can desire. (Photo: Fran Devinney via Flickr/CC Performance) Costa Rica was at the forefront of the ecotourism movement, and Monteverde is its brightest star. This lush mountain paradise is one of the best places to go
in Costa Rica for holidaymakers looking for eco-adventure, with the picturesque centre of Santa Elena. The Monteverde Cloud Forest consists of pristine and century-old forests and century-old forests (including the impressively colored and almost mythical Quetzal). Take a dome tour, walk on suspension bridges, or zip
through tall rainforest trees to admire from above in all that this wildlife refuge has to offer. (Photo: Montezuma, Costa Rica via Shutterstock) Montezuma is where to go in Costa Rica to do just that. With bohemian flair and relaxed attitude, this surf town welcomes travelers of every stripe to small bars, restaurants and
beaches without people (Playa Grande for surfing, Playa Las Manchas for world-class snorkeling). Montezuma was made for the budget traveler; Rooms for under $100 per night are available at Hotel Luz de Mono and Hotel Los Mangos. (Photo: Sea turtle crawling toward the ocean in Tortuguero via Shutterstock)
Accessible by a short plane from San Jose or a boat ride from Limon, Tortuguero's Caribbean coast is a pristine strip of land rich in wildlife. In July and August, visit the beaches at night to watch turtles spawn or hatch. Tortuguero Parque Nacional is also one of the best places to go in Costa Rica all year round to spot
monkeys, birds and canals full of crocodiles. The Sea Turtle Conservancy (formerly Caribbean Conservation Corporation) runs an environmental volunteer program for visitors who simply can't pull themselves away. More from SmarterTravel: [viator_tour destination=747] Editor's note: This story was originally published
on July 18, 2015. It has been updated to reflect the latest information on the best places to go in Costa Rica. We choose by hand everything we recommend and objects through tests and reviews. Some products are sent to us free of charge without incentive to offer a favorable review. We offer our impartial views and do
not accept compensation for product review. All items are in inventory and the prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we may win
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